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One online gambling chief executive thinks a judicial review aimed at overturning the planned UK online tax and 
licensing programme is more likely today than in January 2013, when a trade group first threatened a challenge.

A casino could take away business from the Saratoga City Center complex with its convention center and local 
businesses, while insufficient protections and regulation exist with respect to the sale or transfer of a casino gaming 
license under New York’s expanded gambling law, according to the council’s resolution.

However, legal experts have warned that the optimum time for filing that legal challenge may already have passed.
 
Parliament is within weeks of approving legislation that will require licensing and a 15 percent tax on gross gaming 
revenue, with a third reading for House of Lords amendments set for tomorrow, and the topic likely to form part of 
Chancellor George Osborne’s budget speech on Wednesday. 
 
“My personal view is, fighting such a claim is more likely than it has been,” said Ed Ware, CEO of Gibraltar-based 32Red 
online casino company, saying that executives had not gotten satisfaction in their talks with government officials.
 
“Royal assent would be the starting trigger,” Ware said. 32Red derives more than 70 percent of its business from the 
UK.
 
It is also a member of the Gibraltar Betting and Gaming Association (GBGA), which in January 2013 warned parliament 
that if the government proceeds with licensing and tax, it would “regrettably have little alternative but to institute 
judicial review proceedings to challenge these measures”, citing in part an argument that the law would improperly be a 
way of generating tax rather than protecting consumers.
 
But royal assent, or the point at which an act of parliament becomes law, may be too late to reverse the process, one 
attorney said. 
 
“It would be surprising if at this stage, all the legislative processes it’s been through, there would be a judicial review 
allowed,” said David Clifton, a gambling law attorney and director of London-based Clifton Davies Consultancy.  
 
A judicial review might have had a better chance of succeeding had it followed Chancellor of the Exchequer George 
Osborne’s March 2012 budget speech in which he said the proposed tax changes would “protect jobs here”, while not 
mentioning any player protection measures, Clifton said. 
 
Since then, government officials have more clearly focused on consumer safeguards, Clifton said, such as Gambling 
Commission chief executive Jenny  Williams’ parliamentary testimony last November that the changes are “about 
regulation and consumer protection”. 
 
There is an optimum time for a challenge, said Kevin de Haan, a senior barrister specialising in consumer and gambling 
law who helped draft the Gibraltar Gambling Act. 
 
“If you file too soon, you could have a ruling you’re premature,” he said. “If you’re too late, you could face a ruling you’re 
out of time.” 
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Peter Howitt, the GBGA’s chief executive, would not comment on whether the group was planning to seek a judicial 
review, saying only, “I believe there are very strong grounds for an EU challenge”.
 
But he said he did not think it was too late to file. “Talking about bringing in legislation which is in draft form is too 
uncertain to challenge,” he said. 
 
Deciding when to file a judicial review is not a clear-cut decision.
 
Legal cases could be made arguing that a judicial review involving parliament should be sought after filing of a draft bill, 
after royal assent of a bill or, still later, at the stage where the bill is implemented, according to Clifton.  
 
In August 2012, Camelot was denied its bid for a judicial review in part after a panel of judges said it was too slow in 
seeking a full-scale review of how the operations of Richard Desmond’s Health Lottery were approved.
 
Much is at stake, with the GBGA arguing that a better system would be for the UK to take into account the quality of 
local regulation, rather than try to impose licensing on far-flung operators.  
 
Gibraltar claims 10 percent of its workforce is employed by the gambling industry, and it generates a fifth of gross 
domestic product. 
 
The GBGA said at least 60 percent of UK online gambling is provided with companies that have operations in Gibraltar. 
 
It contends the Gambling Commission will not be able to ensure all licensed operators are meeting standards, and the 
UK would be better off making sure prospective licensees are supervised in a European Union-focused jurisdiction with 
adequate standards. 
 
The tax rate would also encourage unlicensed operators to poach UK customers, the association claims. 
 
Gibraltar has only 30 licensees, but they include 32Red, Victor Chandler, Bwin.Party, 888 Holdings, Gamesys, William 
Hill, Betfair, Tombola, Betclic Everest, Gala Coral, Scientific Games, IGT and Ladbrokes. 
 
“Our focus is on ensuring new regulations are enforceable, fair and have teeth,” said a spokesman for Ladbrokes. “I’m 
sure the industry will continue to get legal advice to ensure the legislation is workable and as the regulations take final 
shape but it’s far too early to talk about judicial review.” 
 
Last August, William Hill’s chief executive, Ralph Topping, hinted that the bookmaker would join a challenge to the tax, 
which could come after royal assent.
 
“Wait and see when we get there,” he told reporters. The company did not respond last week to a request for an update 
or clarification of Topping’s views.
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